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Abstract

We explore the use of analytics on large datasets to discover various trends in
Entrepreneurship. We primarily focus on 3 different kinds of trends: The rise in
popularity of Entrepreneurship in the last few decades, characteristics of
Entrepreneurs and the location trends. In the process, we quantitatively back
several accepted, but hitherto subjective notions, and make several interesting
observations.
The datasets used include the Google n-gram corpus, a dataset of 74 million

tweets, Pan 14 author profiling dataset and Google trends.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Big Data

The recent years have seen a never before surge in the amount of data that is gener-

ated around us. With the number of users having access to the internet increasing

day by day, a data revolution is upon us. The exponential number of users online

also leads to a large amount of opinion based data generated, especially via the

social media route. Though there is no fixed definition of Big Data, IBM defines [1]

big data as a dataset that is characterized by the 3Vs:

• Volume: 500 million Tweets are sent per day

• Variety: Text, videos, digitized books

• Velocity: Visa Inc. is capable of handling 24,000 credit card transactions per

second

Since our interest lies in unearthing of trends, we will be focusing on datasets that

are large and multifaceted i.e. Big Data that is big in either Volume or Variety.

1.2 The importance of Social Media

Social media [2] is a mirror of what is happening the world at the moment. In some

sense, it captures the spirit of the masses. In the past, social media has played

an important role in world changing events such as the Arab Spring [3]. Several

researches have shown that there is a high correlation between what people do in

real life and what they tweet about, the tweets reflect their mindset. For example, a

recent study shows that analyzing tweets shows that people living closer to grocery

stores make healthier food choices [4]. Entrepreneurship is a mindset, and thus we

hypothesize that there would be a huge overlap between people who tweet about

Entrepreneurship, and those who have an Entrepreneurial mindset, even if they are

not directly involved.
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1.3 Structure

Section 2 presents some trends on Entrepreneurship obtained from the Google n-

gram dataset. In Section 3 and 4, we use social media datasets to profile people

interested in Entrepreneurship. Section 5 focuses on location based trends. We con-

clude the paper in section 6.

2 Quantitative analysis of entrepreneurship trends using millions
of digitized books

2.1 Google N-gram

The Google n-gram corpus is a digital repository of 5 million books in English

language printed between 1800 to 2000. This number makes up for about 4% of

the books ever published. This paves way for an excellent tool that can be used to

answer questions surrounding cultural evolution [5].

We motivate the use of the n-gram tool by means of 2 examples. The first example

shows how the appearance of the term “war” in the books coincides with the two

World wars:

Figure 1 Increase in occurrence of “war” in books: Note the peaks around the two world wars

The second figure 2.1 shows that the appearance of various companies. As can be

noted, the time at which the names started appearing in the books co-incides with

the time when these companies started becoming trendy.

Both these examples convey the fact that the books capture the Zeitgeist of the

times, and are a good indicator of what’s happening.
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Figure 2 Various Companies as they Appeared

2.2 Entrepreneurship trends from books

2.2.1 “Entrepreneurship” vs. “Startups”

Figure 3 The word “Entrepreneurship” in Books

As figure 3 shows, the term Entrepreneurship started appearing in the books

around 1940, and has only evolved since then. Compare this with the term startup,

which started figuring out in the text around 1995, and has gained traction since

then. However, books still seem to be preferring the term “Entrepreneurship” over

“Startup”.

2.2.2 What is more risky: Entrepreneurship or Flying?

We next plot the frequency of phrases in books where the word “risk” has modified

the word “Entrepreneurship”. As figure 5 shows, the phrases where entrepreneurship

has been modified by risk outnumber the phrases where flying has been modified

by risk! This is even after figure 4 shows that flying has a higher frequency than

Entrepreneurship. Again, the term “startups” start appearing around 1995, and

achieve a lower frequency because of a low appearance rate as seen in figure 3.
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Figure 4 A comparison of frequency of the terms “Entrepreneurship” and “Flying”

Figure 5 Entrepreneurs as risk takers

2.2.3 Young Vs. Old

We also plot “young entrepreneur”, “old entrepreneur”, “male entrepreneur” and

“women entrepreneur”. As figure 6 shows, books talk about “young entrepreneur”

more than “old entrepreneur”, which is somewhat expected. The high frequency of

the phrase “woman entrepreneur” can perhaps be explained by noting that there

has been a rise in gender equality movements around the globe in the recent times.

The term “male entrepreneur” is quite unnatural and uncommon, which is likely

the reason for its low frequency.

2.2.4 Entrepreneurship as a career

We next search the phrase “Entrepreneurship as a *”. This is a wildcard search,

and matches the top 10 phrases of the form “Entrepreneurship as a X”, where X

is a word. As figure 7 shows, Entrepreneurship as a field and Entrepreneurship as

a career have become the trends in the recent years; it is no longer considered an

esoteric career within the grasp of a select few adventurers.
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Figure 6 The Stereotypes carry to the books

Figure 7 Fraction of Phrases having ”Entrepreneurship as a Career” in books from 1940 to 2008
as opposed to other phrases with ”Entrepreneurship as a *”

3 Mining Tweets for Profiling Entrepreneurs

We use the Twitter N-gram corpus as provided by [6]. The dataset is annotated

with gender information, as well as information about the days on which the tweets

were created.

3.1 Description

As the following table from [6] shows, the dataset is almost equally divided among

tweets from males and females, with a bias towards females.

Female Male Unknown Total
Users 3,291,849 3,062,113 5,080,426 11,434388
Tweets 21,179,637 17,190,618 36,209,710 74,579,965
Tokens 337,225,305 268,143,434 569,226268 1,174,595,007

Table 1 Gender wise tweet distribution
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Figure 8 Fraction of Phrases having ”Entrepreneurship as a Career” in books from 1940 to 2008
as opposed to other phrases with ”Entrepreneurship as a *”

We used the 1-gram variant of the dataset for out experiments because we were

only interested in mentions of entrepreneurship related buzzwords, and not word

sequences that are related to entrepreneurship.

There are 4, 874, 312 words in the dataset. Each row of the dataset has information

for one word, say ”glass”. The information includes the number of unique users who

tweeted using the word ”glass” in their tweets, on what days, how many of them

were males and so on.

3.2 Questions Asked

We want to answer the following two questions using this dataset:

• Is one of the genders clearly more interested in entrepreneurship from a social

media perspective?

• Do people think about startups/entrepreneurship more on some days than

the others?

3.3 Methodology

We zeroed in on several buzzwords that indicate activities related to entrepreneur-

ship. Primarily 4 categories were used:

• Entrepreneurship

• Startups

• Venture Capitalist

• Angel Investors

• Founder

We were able to find 268 relevant keywords. Examples include @startuppro, en-

trepreneurialism and @freshfounder. A complete list of all the keywords can be

located in table 1 in the appendix.

3.4 Results

Is one of the genders clearly more interested in entrepreneurship from a social media

perspective?

From our study of the dataset, it becomes pretty clear that males are much

more involved in tweets pertaining to entrepreneurship and related fields.

Day specific pattern of tweeting We observe high activities on weekdays, and

relatively low activities on weekends.

3.4.1 Sanity Check

To drive our point and as a verification of our methodology and datasets, we decided

to find user proportions for topics that are stereotypically ”female” and stereotyp-

ically ”male”.
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Figure 9 Gender Distribution of Users with tweets having Entrepreneurship related buzzwords

Figure 10 Per day Distribution of Male and female Users with tweets having Entrepreneurship
related buzzwords

For females, we chose the topic ”dress” and for males, we chose ”cricket”. As can

be seen from the following plots, females dominate the topic ”dress” and males domi-

nate the topic ”cricket”. This thus strengthens our hypothesis that Entrepreneurship

attracts more male attention than female attention.
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Figure 11 Gender Distribution of Users with tweets having ”dresses” related buzzwords

Figure 12 Per day Distribution of Male and female Users with tweets having ”dresses” related
buzzwords

Figure 13 Gender Distribution of Users with tweets having ”cricket” related buzzwords

4 Age Distribution of Users Blogging about Entrepreneurship
4.1 Dataset

The PAN 2014 dataset [7] provides tweets and blogs annotated with the age and

gender of the user. There were not sufficient tweets about entrepreneurship in
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Figure 14 Per day Distribution of Male and female Users with tweets having ”cricket” related
buzzwords

the dataset. However, there were 1105 unique users who had written about en-

trepreneurship on the social media.

Their age and gender distribution is discussed in the next subsection.

4.2 Analysis

Figure 15 Age Distribution of Users Writing about Entrepreneurship on the social media from the
PAN 14 dataset

Age Group Count
18-24 168
25-34 292
35-49 351
50-64 292
64- 2

Table 2 Age Distribution of Users Writing about Entrepreneurship on the social media from the PAN
14 dataset

The distribution seems to be forming the classical normal curve. However, as

Table 2 shows, almost a third of the users are below the age of 34. It may be noted

that the original dataset had equal number of male and female bloggers.
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Gender Count
Female 520
Male 585

Table 3 Gender Distribution of the users writing about Entrepreneurship the PAN dataset

Table 3 shows the distribution of gender. Though the distribution is not as skewed

as the twitter dataset, males again outnumber females.

5 Location Based Trends from Google Search Logs
Google is the most popular search engine used these days. According to different

surveys, the user percent of Google stands at around 70% [8]. With such a popular

user base, it may be expected that Google search logs can give a sense of what

is popular around the globe these days. In fact, Researchers have explored the

possiblity of using the search logs to determine if there is a possiblity of an epidemic.

The idea being that a large number of searches related to flu symptoms may indicate

that a large number of people are suffering from flu and thus may be a signal of an

impending epidemic [9] .

The idea of this section is to explore the Google search trends for terms that

indicate entrepreneurship at and around locations that are traditionally thought of

as “startup” hubs. The underlying assumption is that if people are either involved

in or are enthusiastic about entrepreneurship, they would look it up on the Internet,

most likely using Google [8].

5.1 Questions Asked

The questions we want to ask in this section are the following:

1 What are the different locations where entrepreneurship forms a topic of in-

terest for the masses?

2 Are the locations obtained in 1) the places that are traditionally considered to

be “startup hubs”? Is there some pattern of geographical influence flow that

is apparent?

3 Is the term “startup” more popular than the term “Entrepreneurship” in some

parts of the world and vice-versa?

5.2 Results

5.3 Conclusions

5.3.1 What are the different locations where entrepreneurship forms a topic of

interest for the masses?

The top countries for the keyword “entrepreneurship” are all part of the African

Subcontinent, with Rwanda, Kenya taking the top spot. This should not be surpris-

ing, since a recent survey [10] has revealed that out of the top 10 countries where

Adults in the age group of 18-64 are in the early stage entrepreneurship activity,

top 4 are from African Subcontinent, with Ghana at the fourth place with 25.8%!

Another survey shows that 71.5% of the Africans see Entrepreneurship as a good

career choice [11].

For the term startup, the results are more predictable, with India dominating the

list, followed by the expected names like Singapore and US. City wise trends also

paint a predictable picture.
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Figure 16 Regional Interest in the term “entrepreneurship” for 2004-present

Figure 17 Regional Interest in the term “startups” for 2004-present

Figure 18 City wise Interest in the term “entrepreneurship” for 2004-present

5.3.2 Are the locations obtained in 1) the places that are traditionally considered

to be “startup hubs”?

Yes, especially if you look at the trends for the term “Startups”. Sillicon Valley is

known around the globe as the starting point of a large number of startups, and
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Figure 19 City wise Interest in the term “startups” for 2004-present

Figure 20 Sub-Regional Interest in the term “entrepreneurship” for 2004-present in India

Figure 21 City Interest in the term “entrepreneurship” for 2004-present in India

tops the list. Indian startup hubs like Bangalore and Hyderabad also appear on the

list.
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Figure 22 Sub-RegionalInterest in the term “startups” for 2004-present in India

Figure 23 City Interest in the term “startups” for 2004-present in India

Figure 24 Reproduced from [10]

5.3.3 Is there a pattern of geographical influence flow that is apparent?

To an extent, yes. It is clear from the Indian sub-region pattern that states that

host cities where entrepreneurship is popular tend to be the ones from where highest

number of queries flow in. All the expected names appear in the list. Kharagpur

forms an outlier, but that is most likely because of the queries from IIT Kgp.
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5.3.4 the term “startup” more popular than the term “Entrepreneurship” in some

parts of the world and vice-versa?

Yes, considering the fact that most of the startups in the Sillicon Valley and in

Bangalore in India are tech based, it can be said that in the tech based new

venture world, the term startup is more common.

6 Conclusions
• Entrepreneurship started appearing in books around 1940s, and has since

then only gained popularity. Entrepreneurs are mostly young (books mention

“young entrepreneurs” more than “old entrepreneurs”), and Entrepreneurship

is considered risky (risk associated with entrepreneurship is more talked about

than the risk associated with flying).

• Entrepreneurship started getting popular as a career, and as a field around

1995, when the world saw the rise of the Microsofts and Apples.

• Usually, males are more interested in Entrepreneurship than females, and are

most likely working (high number of tweets on the weekdays and a dip on

weekends). Most of them are below the Age of 35.

• African Subcontinent is fast becoming an Entrepreneurship hub. The classical

centers (Sillicon Valley in the US, Hyderabad, Bangalore, Gurgaon, Noida in

India) still witness a lot of buzz around Entrepreneurship, but there is no

concentration of activity. There is considerable interest from all around the

globe.
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